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Abstract
The Amen Anti-Addiction Intervention (AAI) is an austere regimen intended to eradicate addictive
impulses and behaviors. The theoretical and empirical foundations of this intervention are explicated herein. The AAI entails daily cyclic fasting, chronic caloric restriction, supplementation with
specific neutraceutical agents, rigorous exercise, and minimalist meditation. The physiological
focus of the AAI is twofold: the augmentation of neurogenesis in a manner analogous to the effect
of psychotropic drugs and the activation of areas in the brain involved in the regulation of emotional arousal and reward. The psychological focus of the AAI is similarly twofold: the attenuation
of anxiety and/or impulsivity and the cultivation of mental mastery and/or self-control. It shall be
argued that the AAI, by virtue of its explicit integration of biological, psychological, and sociological elements—each of which evidently influences addiction—will plausibly be an improvement
over existing interventions aimed at the treatment of addiction.
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1. Introduction
There is evidence extant in extensive scientific literature that addiction to various agents and behaviors shares
common molecular mechanisms. Further, there is considerable scientific support for the supposition that biological, psychological, and sociological factors influence the propensity of individuals to succumb to addiction [1].
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As such, it would seem that the most effective interventions should emanate from the integration of these three
domains—biology, psychology, and sociology. In short, the most prudent theoretical perspective for the prevention and treatment of addiction is ideally bio-psycho-social in its overall orientation. Such is the case with the
protocol proposed herein. The Amen Anti-Addiction Intervention (AAI) is an outgrowth of the Amen Optimal
Health Protocol (AOHP). The aim of the AOHP is to incorporate into a single practical system every intervention that has proven to extend maximum longevity and/or optimize health in model organisms [2] [3]. In accordance with scientific data amassed over nearly a century, the AOHP entails the following physiological elements:
cyclic fasting amounting to 23+ hours per day; dietary restriction amounting to 25% - 50% reductions in customary caloric intake consumed in a single span of an hour or less; a fixed, virtually invariant, schedule of feeding
consonant with the solar day; vigorous daily exercise; and supplementation with select nutrients and neutraceuticals (i.e. natural compounds with defined bioactive agents). The AOHP entails a single psychological element:
minimalist meditation aimed at attenuating anxiety and instilling a state of psychic equanimity. Lastly, the
AOHP entails a sociological element—specifically, social support conferred by the small community of committed practitioners of the analogous Amen protocols.

2. Exposition of the Amen Anti-Addiction Intervention
In the course of exploring the biological bases of drug addiction, it became clear to the Author that the same
neurological systems involved in drug addiction are also altered by intermittent fasting, caloric restriction, and
scheduled feeding. Additionally, the Author found evidence for the efficacy of exercise in the excitation of reward systems in the brain—systems acted upon by various drugs of abuse. The Author apprised himself of evidence that impulsivity and anxiety influence the propensity for addiction. This revealed the relevance of meditation as a means of attenuating impulsivity and anxiety, thereby supporting its suitability in the prevention and
mitigation of addiction. Social support is crucial in the adoption of an intervention as rigorous as the AOHP.
Adherents invariably find the support provided by fellow practitioners to be particularly valuable. Given the
evidence that social environs influence addictive behaviors, it is plausible that the social support extant in the
community of AOHP/AAI adherents could counterbalance the deleterious social signals which promote and
sustain illicit substance use. This realization prompted the Author to consider other elements of the AOHP that
are potentially conducive to the attenuation of addiction.
Arguments have been advanced that much substance abuse is intended to “self-medicate” symptoms of mental disorders, particularly depression and anxiety [1]. According to this line of thought, drug abuse is driven by
the desire to modulate mood, particularly depressive or anxious states. Thus, illicit drugs are “intended” to exert
the same effect as licit psychotropic drugs—that is, to elevate mood. The molecular mode of action of common
classes of psychotropic drugs used to treat depression and anxiety is understood to a considerable extent. One
such molecular modality is the induction of endogenous neurotrophic factors in the brain. Neurotrophic factors
include peptides or proteins such as brain-derived nerve growth factor (BDNF), which promote the growth and
development of neurons in the brain. Diverse classes of psychotropic drugs including non-selective antidepressants (e.g. imipramine), norepinephrine-selective reuptake inhibitors (e.g. desipramine) and serotonin-selective
reuptake inhibitors (e.g. fluoxetine) increase the generation of new neurons in the brain—that is, they induce
neurogenesis [4]. Thus, neurogenesis is thought to mediate the mood elevation that commonly accompanies
pharmacotherapeutic treatment of mood disorders. An intervention that is able to induce increased neurogenesis
in relevant regions of the brain known to modulate mood could likely exert an effect—preventative or therapeutic—on illicit drug use and other addictive behaviors potentiated by affective impairments. Caloric restriction is
such an intervention. It has been demonstrated that cyclic fasting and/or chronic caloric restriction (CF/CR) increase the expression of BDNF, resulting in enhanced generation of neurons in such regions as the hippocampus,
neocortex, and striatum of experimental mammals [5]. Conversely, it has been shown that several drugs of abuse
impair the proliferation of new neurons in the brain, particularly in the hippocampus. Such drugs include alcohol
[6], opiates [7], and stimulants [8] [9]. We herein hypothesize that CF/CR can conceivably counter addiction by
attenuating impaired neurogenesis engendered by several classes of commonly abused drugs.
Complementing the evidence that fasting and caloric restriction may improve psychological well-being by
mimicking the neurogenic effects of psychotropic drugs is evidence that exercise acts in a similar manner. This
effect was established by Huang and colleagues [10], who found that daily voluntary exercise in experimental
mice was as effective as the antidepressant drug fluoxetine in inducing an antidepressant effect. The molecular
mechanisms underlying this effect in both the fluoxetine and exercise intervention groups was found to be an
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induction of neurogenesis and increased dendritic spine density in hippocampal neurons. Other empirical investigations have substantiated this experimental finding [11].
Stress is known to induce neuronal loss in specific regions of the adult brain [12]. Interventions that successfully alleviate stress have the potential to antagonize addiction by inducing an antidepressant, anxiolytic (i.e. anxiety reducing) effect. Meditation is one such intervention that has been shown to diminish depression, stress,
and anxiety [13]. Meditation, moreover, has been applied as an intervention in the treatment of drug addiction.
Witkiewitz [14] and colleagues found that a type of meditative technique termed Mindfulness-Based Relapse
Prevention (MBRP) was able to reduce drug cravings and substance use in an efficacy trial. A randomized, controlled pilot study by Brewer [15] and colleagues found meditation to be as effective as cognitive behavioral
therapy (CBT) in reducing stress among groups of clients undergoing substance abuse treatment. It has been
found, moreover, that meditation of the MBRP variety increased unilateral hippocampal thickness in a group of
practitioners as established by magnetic resonance imaging [16].
Certain natural substances are known to promote neurogenesis in particular regions of the brain, such as the
hippocampus. Among such agents is the polar compound choline. Glenn [17] and colleagues demonstrated that
administration of choline to adult rodents augmented expression of BDNF and consequently induced increased
neurogenesis in the hippocampus. Administering this agent to developing rats exerted antidepressant like effects
therein. Several studies have demonstrated the capacity of ginseng (Panax species) to induce neurogenesis in the
hippocampus via induction of neurotrophic factors. A study by Jiang [18] and colleagues found that a chemical
constituent of ginseng (Rg1) augmented neurogenesis in the hippocampal regions of mice via BDNF induction.
The effect attenuated various indices of depression and stress in the experimental subjects, an effect that was
comparable to the antidepressant imipramine, which the investigators employed as a positive control. Constituents of coffee (inclusive of caffeine) have equivocally been found to exert a protective effect on neurological
function and this has been attributed to increases in hippocampal neurogenesis [19]. These and other non-toxic
neutraceuticals are common constituents of the Amen Apothecary. Though the Amen Apothecary was originally
formulated to advance the aim of lifespan extension, several of the substances contained in the formulary are
known to be neurogenic. In addition to those already indicated, blueberry extract [20], cocoa [21], grape seed
extract [22] the unicellular autotroph spirulina [23] garlic [24] soy [25], and conventional tea (Camellia senensis)
[26], have each been found to induce neurogenesis. Indeed, it has been determined that diets rich in plant polyphenols may generally promote hippocampal neurogenesis [27]. The Amen Diet as such is substantially soybased, containing significant amounts of spirulina and garlic and therefore theoretically capable of heightening
the neurogenic effect of the supplements constituting the Amen Apothecary proper. Importantly, the Amen Diet
is thoroughly vegetal, containing no meat products. There is complementary evidence that dietary cholesterol
compromises hippocampal neurogenesis [28] and, conversely, that cholesterol-lowering drugs (i.e. statins) promote neurogenesis in a manner analogous to antidepressants [29]. Given that animal products are the sole
sources of naturally occurring cholesterol, a diet devoid of meat accommodates heightened hippocampal neurogenesis relative to omnivorous diets inclusive of meat.
It has been found that extracts of the South African herb, Aspalathus linearis (also known as Rooibos or red
tea) inhibits the age related reduction in hippocampal thickness [30], an effect which may plausibly be related to
enhanced neurogenesis. Tea—both traditional tea and red tea—is imbibed throughout the lengthy Amen Fast
and this practice may further promote neurogenesis, potentially providing a protracted state of neurotrophic stimulation during the diurnal period.
It is evident that each element of the AAI plausibly possesses the potential to attenuate addictive behavior via
an empirically established ability to induce regionally specific neurogenesis in a manner similar to psychotropic
drugs. Six separate components serve this salutary end—cyclic fasting, caloric restriction, exclusively vegetal
nutriment, exercise, neutraceuticals, and meditation. The multifaceted nature of the AAI, combined with its manifest molecular mimicry of the psychotropic medication modality and its absence of artificiality (and presumably deleterious pharmacologic side-effects) may make it inherently more effective than alternative preventative/
therapeutic interventions.
Though there is no current consensus on the etiology of drug addiction, there is considerable support for the
role of molecularly mediated motivation [31]. More specifically, drugs of abuse are thought to alter the actions
of neurotransmitters in particular regions of the brain associated with reward and motivation [32]. As explained
in a review by McCarthy [33] and colleagues, dopamine serves a central role in regulating reward:
A major CNS dopaminergic pathway is the mesolimbic pathway. In this pathway, dopamine synthesized in the
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ventral tegmental area (VTA) of the mid brain is transported to the nucleus accumbens (NAc), amygdala, hippocampus, and prefrontal cortex (PFC) in the forebrain. The mesolimbic dopaminergic pathway is also referred
to as the “reward pathway” because of its critical involvement in mediating rewarding effects of drugs such as
cocaine (p. 439).
Additionally, impulsivity and impaired self-control are common, compelling, explanatory elements of theories and models of addictive behaviors [34]-[36]. According to such theories, addiction entails an inability to
control impulses impelling engagement in drug use and the consistent failure to control such impulses ultimately
eventuates in the compulsion of chronic drug use. If, indeed, excessive impulsivity potentiates drug abuse and
addiction, it would seem that an intervention aimed extinguishing addiction should endeavor to attenuate impulsivity in order to enable the acquisition of self-control. Such is the case with the AAI.
It is herein hypothesized that cyclic fasting/caloric restriction (CF/CR) may be effective in the treatment of
addiction insofar as it is operative in the two dimensions discussed above—that is, CF/CR may modulate molecularly mediated motivation and it may plausibly inhibit impulsivity. Evidence indicates that feeding restriction
alters the chemistry of the brain such that pleasure centers (principally limbic structures) are activated [37]. This
activation apparently enhances the pleasurability of hedonic stimuli such as food and illicit drugs. Fang [38] and
colleagues found that electrical stimulation of specific limbic nuclei in recovering heroin addicts induced a state
of euphoria comparable to the drug. Dopaminergic (dopamine sensitive) neurons play a prominent part in the
perception of pleasure; heightened dopamine signaling accompanies the ingestion of food (especially after an
extended interval of fasting) as well as certain psychoactive drugs [39]. Hypothetically, an extended (23-hr) period of food deprivation followed by a brief (1-hr) period of feeding should partially mimic the effect of drug
administration on the dopaminergic system. This hypothesis is substantiated by an investigation by Yamamoto
[37] and colleagues which explored the expression of genes in reward-related regions of the brain (prefrontal
cortex, amygdala, and hypothalamus) in rodents subjected to fasting and restricted feeding. Analyses indicated
that the most substantial alteration of expression was an upregulation of dopamine receptor signaling indicative
of increased dopaminergic activity. The Author speculates that the similarity between the chemical cascade catalyzed by temporal food restriction and that induced upon drug ingestion may enable one to substitute the reward engendered by feeding for the reward which ordinarily accompanies intoxication. In the analogous context
of alcohol addiction and exercise, Ozburn [40] has termed this concept “hedonic substitution”.
Fasting entails self-imposed control over the impulse to eat. Foregoing feeding for 23 hours daily and partaking of a single evening meal of moderate energy density facilitates (and indeed constitutes) self-control. Appetitive impulses are suppressed during extended fasting and such suppression serves to strengthen one’s psyche
thereby enabling the attenuation of addiction according to the hypothesis advanced herein. The feasibility of
fasting for 23 hours daily is experientially established by the Author’s personal practice of the protocol for a period approaching a decade and his assistance in aiding patients in the successful adoption of the AOHP in the
context of his private practice. The feasibility of fasting consistently for spans of 24+ hours has been empirically
established by several clinical trials. In a review of caloric restriction studies in humans, Varady [41] compared
the reported efficacy of daily caloric restriction versus intermittent fasting (feeding on alternating days for 24
hours). Varady identified 11 conventional caloric restriction trials (entailing 15% - 60% CR), 5 published intermittent fasting trials, and 2 theretofore unpublished trials conducted in his laboratory. Such studies (which
ranged in duration from 4 - 24 weeks) suggest that consistent CR and fasting can be well tolerated for moderate
periods whereas the Author’s experience illustrates the tolerability of combined CR and daily fasting for an extensive, decade-long period without noticeable negative effects and considerable perceived positive effects (e.g.
increased mental and physical energy, maintenance of ideal body weight and body composition, etc.).
Anxiety is among the effects of drug withdrawal [42]. Attenuating the anxiety associated with drug withdrawal may increase the odds that addicts undergoing treatment will abstain from drug abuse. Meditation has
demonstrated some efficacy in the attenuation of anxiety [43]. The inclusion of meditative techniques in the AAI
may thereby aid in drug rehabilitation via anxiety reduction. Further, meditation may mitigate impulsivity,
which (as discussed above) is implicated in addiction. The Author [44] has developed and practiced a form of
meditation that may be particularly effective at attenuating the impulsivity allegedly underlying addictive behaviors. In contrast to such meditative techniques as Mindfulness (the anti-addiction efficacy of which has indeed
been established in short-term follow-up of 2 - 4 months) [45], Amen Meditation (AM) is “contentless”, involving no imagery, verbal guidance or prolonged facilitation. These factors—namely, no necessity for facilitation
after inconsiderable initial instruction—may make AM more effective insofar as it can be initiated more rapidly
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and executed independently by the practitioner/client. Briefly, AM entails an attempt to expurgate ideas, images,
and emotions from the mind and suppress awareness of sensation in the body—it is an intentional inhibition of
the impulse to think, feel, and move, an intentional imposition of insipidity or ataraxy. Amen meditation adopts
the Jainist posture of kayotsarga (connoting in Prakrit “forgetting the body” [46]) or the Yogic posture of savasana (denoting in Sanskrit “corpse posture”). Kayotsarga is a relaxed, standing, statuesque posture. Alternatively,
AM practitioners may adopt an immobile recumbent, horizontal posture—such is savasana. Merely maintaining
such postures (for 10 - 20 minute intervals) requires impulse control—control of the urge to ambulate. Can the
conscious control of thought and posture that AM entails be applied to addictive behavior; is it generalizable?
Such is what I hypothesize—that AM is able to eliminate or attenuate chemical and behavioral addiction owing
to its antagonism of impulsivity.

3. Future Research
Preliminarily, the Author proposes to conduct a pilot study, the intent of which is to ascertain the effect of the
AAI on the treatment of addiction among individuals in a drug treatment facility. It is hypothesized that the AAI
will prove more effective in inducing abstinence than the standard treatment entailing psychological interventions (e.g. cognitive behavioral-based therapy (CBT)) solely or with the aid of prescribed pharmaceutical drugs
(e.g. opioid antagonists). The Author endeavors to execute the investigation in an outpatient addiction clinic
over a 3-month period. Participants will be recruited from incoming clients seeking treatment for alcohol and
drug addiction. Self-selected individuals will be incorporated into an alternative treatment group. The alternative
treatment group shall be instructed in the implementation of the AAI, asked to record their food intake, be provided with select neutraceutical agents included in the Amen Apothecary (specifically the two types of tea—
traditional and red), asked to indicate the time and duration of fasting and exercise, and record the frequency and
duration of meditation. The alternative treatment group shall be compared to a standard treatment group consisting of incoming clients assigned to conventional treatment—specifically, weekly individual and group psychotherapy sessions employing CBT as the primary treatment technique. The main outcome of interest (the dependent variable) shall be abstinence. Abstinence shall be defined as an absence of detectable drugs in random
urinalyses over the study interval. The minor outcome of interest shall be a reduction in the intensity of addiction as assessed by an empirical index whose validity and reliability have been observationally established. The
proportion of participants from the alternative and conventional groups who maintain drug abstinence (after the
first month of the study’s commencement) shall be compared to ascertain the existence of a statistically significant difference. In addition, differences in the intensity of addiction attested by the two groups shall be quantified and compared. Subsequent studies shall be aimed at integrating all elements of the AAI over increasingly
lengthy intervals of investigation.
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